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The Dutch situation

 Employers and employees work together in the so-called “Brancheplatform 

Kappers” to improve working circumstances for hairdressers

 Every couple of years the health and safety rules guide is updated based 

on the latest research and experiences

 In the most recent update (January 2014) a choice was made to work 

differently:

 Make a guide for ALL workers in the industry so including mobile hairdressers

 Go from a means to a goal based guide  

 Start early; include schools



The Proces

 We asked a Dutch research company (VHP) to check our previous 

ergonomics rules by reviewing:

 The latest Dutch and European regulations and guidelines (HARM, NEN-EN, ISO)

 The latest state of the art technology

 Which solutions are being used in the market and what is available

 This resulted in our updated rules and guidelines that you will get in the 

handout



The H&S guide: Ergonomics

 In terms of ergonomics the solutions are divided in five categories:

 Posture

 Workplace design

 Workplace

 Tools

 Organisation



Ergonomics: the Palm-Palm method

 One of the items under the posture section is the so-called palm-palm 

method. This way of working relieves pressure on hands, arms shoulders and 

back. It allows the upper arms to stay low and the wrists in a more or less 

neutral position facing each other. It is recommended, not mandatory.





The Dave campaign

 A campaign was made for the different target groups:

 Employees

 Employers

 Suppliers

 Schools

 Freelancers/mobile hairdressers







A guide adapted to all hairdressers

 A washing basin and hair salon chair are optimal however a mobile 

hairdressers health is not served by demanding she carries those upstairs to 

a 4th level apartment .. 

 So what we did was look at why do we use that basin and what are the 

reasons behind the rules we have for the chair

 And then come up with alternatives that reach the same goal but are 

realistically possible for a mobile hairdresser



H&S in schools

 A report by the Dutch labour inspection showed that schools perform 
significantly worse than employers when it comes to following the H&S rules (75% 
had one or more violations vs 65% of salons)

 Inspectors concluded that hairdresser schools in general:

 Gave insufficient attention to following H&S guidelines

 Were often not up-to date in terms of workspace design

 Teachers did not always give the right example

 Often used educational programs that did not include H&S rules

 Our solution: together with the firms that provide the educational content 
develop H&S teaching materials that were implemented in all their programs





Recommendations

 Start with the why .. 

 Identify target audience and adapt presentation of message to those 

audiences

 Prioritize – communicating too many rules doesn’t work

 Start young, start during the professional education

 Share experiences between countries!


